Please note that this program is **provisional and under constant evolution**. Timings will vary and more information will be available closer to the event.
Saturday 1 June

18:00-19:30  Early Bird Reception
Details to be confirmed
Offsite

Sunday 2 June

14:00-19:00  Registration
Dubai exhibition area Level 2

17:30-19:00  Chief Delegate and Strategic Partner Cocktail
Details to be confirmed

18:00-19:00  Media Cocktail
Details to be confirmed

19:00-22:00  Welcome Dinner
Details to be confirmed, offsite
Hosted by Airbus

The Amadeus Lounge
A private and relaxing business oasis next to the Dubai Ballroom on L2.

Opening times and more details will be available on the AGM App.

The IBS Software Innovation Village
Opposite the Dubai Ballroom on L2 the Innovation Zone features:
- IBS Lounge
- Technology start-ups
Monday, 3 June

06:30-08:30  All Delegates’ Networking breakfast  
Details to be confirmed  
Hosted by Pratt & Whitney

09:00-11:00  AGM sessions  
Details to be confirmed  
Dubai Ballroom Level 2

*****AGM ENDS*****

11:00-11:45  Networking break  
Details to be confirmed  
Dubai exhibition area Level 2

*****WORLD AIR TRANSPORT SUMMIT*****

11:45-12:45  The Big Picture  
How are geopolitical and economic developments affecting the industry outlook?  
Dubai Ballroom Level 2

12:45-14:15  Chief Delegates’ Lunch  
Details to be confirmed  
Hosted by GE Aerospace

Delegates’ Lunch  
Details to be confirmed  
Hosted by Rolls Royce

*****WORLD AIR TRANSPORT SUMMIT*****

14:15-15:45  Artificial Intelligence and Aviation  
Dubai Ballroom Level 2

15:45-16:30  Networking break  
Details to be confirmed  
Dubai exhibition area Level 2

16:30-17:30  CEO Forum  
Dubai Ballroom Level 2

19:00-22:00  Cocktail Reception  
Details to be confirmed, offsite  
Hosted by The Boeing Company

#IATAAGM
Tuesday, 4 June

06:30-08:30  All Delegates’ Networking breakfast
Details to be confirmed
Hosted by Pratt & Whitney

*****WORLD AIR TRANSPORT SUMMIT*****

09:00-10:30  Achieving Net Zero Carbon Emissions
How do we ramp-up SAF production fast enough?
What’s the future for carbon removals?
Dubai Ballroom Level 2

10:30-11:15  Networking break
Details to be confirmed
Dubai exhibition area Level 2

11:15-12:45  How To Sustainably Grow the Benefits of Aviation, Travel and Tourism Together?
Dubai Ballroom Level 2

View from the C-Suite
Dubai Ballroom Level 2

12:45-  Delegates’ Farewell Lunch

#IATAAGM
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